Communist Come-Back?
witch-hunting taken a stage further in
South Africa with the publication by the Minister of Justice of the
names of persons so far banned or named in terms of the Suppression of Communism Act. Ostensibly, his intention is to assist
newspapers and individuals in avoiding the crime of quoting any
such person. In fact, the measure is designed to frighten yet more
people into submission-by showing quite definitely that the Act
has been used against a large number of people who are not
communists, and suggesting that it will continue to be used for
this purpose.
The ineffectiveness of attempts to combat communism-or, for
that matter, any other idea-by intimidation and force is amply
demonstrated by the appearance, for the first time in more than
ten. years, of communist parties in Southern Africa. Earlier this
year, a Communist Party was established in Basutoland, and we
understand that one was started in Swaziland last month. In South
Africa, pamphlets and leaflets purporting to be issued by the
'South African Communist Party' have appeared several times in
the townships. This Party also publishes a quarterly journal, The
African Communist, in London and circulates it throughout
Europe-and doubtless in this country as well.
The interesting thing about these facts is not that they existfew people could have believed that communists could be legislated
out of existence-but the change in strategy that they imply. Until
now, communists have presumably worked in other organisations
aimed at removing the Nationalist Government and white supremacy, and they must have hoped to achieve their obje~ts through
them. Now they appear to have abandoned this tactic, by emerging
if not openly, then at least as a distinct group, separate from
other opponents of the regime.
The reasons for the change remain obscure. It is possible that
the communists hope to take advantage of th~· gap left by the
banning of the African National Congress and the Pan African
Congress. This would, of course, only explain the re-appearance
of the South African Communist Party. On the other hand, the
decision may have been made as a result of pressure from
abroad, which could point to the relative absence of official
communist organs in African countries and the curtailment by
African Governments of the activities of those which do exist.
Whatever the reason, it is clear that the communists have
chosen to campaign openly in competition with, and, inevitably, in
opposition to African nationalists. Whether this is merely a formal
recognition of an existing antogonism or whether it is intended to
prepare for future conflict, is not important. What is significant is
that the communists have shown that their policies are not the
same a's those of the others who wish to bring about the downfall
of "racial: oppression.; .
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Examples

Where Language
Mirrors
Lessons from

s.

Sotho borrowings

titjhere, teacher; hommeke, homework.

The strange thing here is that the word for school itself
comes from Afrikaans, and not from English.
(c) ORGANIZATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Examples '.

komiti, committee; diminetshe, minutes.

(d) DISPENSATION OF JUSTICE

Examples

D.

P.

khoto (law court), court,' lepolesa /leponesa, police(-man).

KUNENE

(e)

BORROWING FROM South Africa's two
European languages comel into Southern Sotho either
from only one of the two possible sources per idea
acquired~ or from both sources at the same time~ giving
Sotho two synonymous expressions where none existed
before. Where words have come from one language
only, Afrikaans has been tapped to a much greater
extent than English. This is hardly surprising~ since
the trek-boers moved into the interior of South Africa
a relatively long time before the English came to open
up the mines and establish industries. Which means
that the Africans were farm-labourers on Afrikanerowned farms a long time before they were townlabourers. This also explains why almost all words
used with reference to farming are of Afrikaans origin.
Examples of these are,

LINGUISTIC

ekge (harrow), Afr. eg; teselebfnno (shaft of wagon), Mr.
disselboom.

Afrikaans has, in fact, penetrated right into Southern

In our June issue, Dr Kunene traced new
patterns of social relationship between Black
and White, through some attitudes reflected in
linguistic behaviour, using S. Sotho as a model.
The social significance of some S. Sotho expressions drawn from both Afrikaans and
English is examined here.
Rhodesia where a not insignificant number of words
of Afrikaans origin are found in languages of the Shona
group, examples of which are,
bachi (jacket), Afr. baadjie; torongo (jail), Afr. tronk, but
also jer; from English jail.

Examples of synonymous
English and Afrikaans, are~

words~

in Sotho, taken from

khabetjhe / k616, Eng. cabbage and Afr. kool, resp.; theilara /
seneiri, Eng. tailor and Afr. snyer, resp.

Of such word-pairs, the one from English will be found
to be used mainly by city dwellers, while the one from
Afrikaans is used by country people. A woman who
does basegute (washing), Afr. wasgoed for her country
mistress is not quite on the same social level as the
one who does washing in the city.
It would appear, from the material analysed, that
many words borrowed from English without equivalents from Afrikaans refer mainly to
(a) RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Examples
bolo (ball, ball game, esp. football), ball; thimi, team.

(b) TIDNGS CONNECTED WITH THE SCHOOL
D. P. K U N E N E is a lecturer in Bantu
Languages at the University of Cape Town.

DR.

2

[other than that specifically connected
with farming and transportation of farm produce]
Examples

TRANSPORT

kutshe, goods (train); baels'ekele, bicycle.

Borrowed expressions help~ where other evidence is
to determine whether a given institution, item
of material culture~ etc., is indigenous to the people
~lho use it, or whether it is acquired. For example one
can tell from the word used for 'paper' in Sotho (viz.
pampiri) that paper was first known to the Sotho people
through the Whites. In examining the number of
Sothoized words taken from English and Afrikaans~
we become aware of a large-scale cultural borrowing
by the Blacks from the Whites. Linguistic borrowing
between White and Black in South Africa has thus
been largely a one-way activity. The languages of the
Whites have taken relatively little from the Bantu
languages by way of borrowing. This can ouly mean
that the African people have fou!1d themselves
under pressure to acquire new linguistic forms (or. in
some cases, to adapt old ones to new contexts) in
order to name new concepts, new institutions~ new
items of material culture, etc.~ which, through such
contact, for the first time came within t.he orbit of their
daily experience. Conversely, the need for a similar
adaptation on the part of the Whites _was less urgent.
Words like mmaraka (market), Afr. mark; tempele
(temple), Eng. temple; titjhere (teacher)~ Eng. teacher;
tenese (tennis), Eng. tennis, khOnsarata (concert)~ Eng.
concert; jatjhe (judge)~ Eng. judge-these~ and many
others like them, show that in economics, religion,
education, sport, entertainment, government, lawadministration (among other things)~ the African's life
has come to be permeated with European ideas.
While words such as the ones quoted above were
taken over as of necessity, there yet remains a fair
·number of words, exclusively from Afrikaans~ whose
taking over was not occasioned by a lack of equivalent
expressions in Sotho. A number of these are conjunctive expressions. Examples are: ene (and)~ Afr. en,
used side by side with Sotho mme; masekini (perhaps),
Afr. miskien, cf. Sotho mohl6mong. There are some
belonging to other parts of speech as well, examples of
which are kanse or kantshe (chance, opportunity)~ Afr.
kans, cf. Sotho sebaka, monyetle; forotela (give a telling
off), Afr. vertel (tell), cf. Sotho jwetsa, neheletsa;
foronyoka (cheat), Afr. verneuk, cf. Sotho tsietsa; betere
(better), Afr.. beter, cf. Sotho tshepisa; sekirileke (suddenly), Afr. skierlik / skielik, cf. Sotho ka tshohanyets6.
In some cases, such substitute expressions are not
even Sothoized, but are taken in their pure native fo~
and eithe'r used by themselves, or thrown into the
body of a Sotho phrase. We may here illustrate with
the following: - En toe? (Well?), cf. Sotho Jwale ho
etsahetse jwang? or Jwale molato ke'ng?; kant en klaar
lacking~
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(completely finished), as in E jedile kant en klaar (It is
completely finished). .
It is interesting to note that such words and phrases
are used almost· exclusively by illiterate and mainly
country or small-town folk, especially of the older
generation, but also by those of their children who,
until their linguistic and other habits were well established~ had mainly their parents as their model.
We see from the above that Afrikaans has penetrated
into the inner'mechanisms of the language, with its
words being used at least side by side with the indigenous ones, while in some cases the likelihood is there
of these Afrikaans' words being used' more frequently
than, and thus slowly replacing, the equivalent Sotho
expressions. The question is, Why is this the case?
Before 'attempting' to answer this question, let me
refer to another, quite interesting, phenomenon. African
students Will often use English in talking among themselves. This it may be assumed, is mainly the result of
habit,' as English" has, up till very recently, not only
been taught, .but also used as the chief medium of
instruction in African schools and' colleges. It is also
the result, of course, of the prestige which attaches to
English as the language of culture, with the consequent
snob 'value of this language. Sometimes these people
will throw in an English word into the body of a Sotho
sentence in the same way as the country folk do with
Afrikaans. It is thus quite common to hear such
sentences as:
Unfortunately ba re bona (Unfortunately they saw us)
But then, ha a ka tla, (But then, should lie come, . . )
Should two students carry on a conversation in English
in the presence of their elders (who no not understand
the 'language), the most likely reaction such behaviour
will evoke is that of annoyance on the part of the older
people. Of course it is rude to converse in a language
which is 'not understood by all the people present. Yet
one may legitimately assume that the older people's
reaction is not called' forth solely by considerations of
propriety ~ but also by a resentment of something which
either in fact, or only seemingly, places them in a
social class inferior to that of their children. But jf
these students chat in Afrikaans, everything is fine.
Even in the matter of personal names a tendency is
observed for Africans to prefer English names to others.
It is more fashionable to be known as Harry than to be
just plain Kgotso. At one time it was quite common
for students .from small towns attending high school
at bigger centres~ to give themselves new (English)
names. The more impressive sounding the name the
better. For example, someone known to me chose the
name MacPaddington. In quite a few cases," parents
have actually approved of this, .and used the new
names themselves. But this is not unique. The great
Philip Melancthon, the German reformer, was Schwarzerd (black earth; Greek melancthon) until~ "following
a contemporary custom," Johann' Reuchlin~ his teacher,
translated his name into Greek.
Some of the conclusions which may be drawn are:
(a) that the African on the farms and in the small
towns' has a very frequent and. close contact with the
Afrikaner, whom he serves. We conclude (as indeed
already indicated earlier" on) that the African is a
servant in this relationship because he has, apparently"
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been forced by the necessity to earn 'his living, to
acquire his master's language for the latter's convenience; and, therefore,
(b)' that Afrikaans is regarded as a language whose
acquisition does not place the African on a higher
social level, but, on the contrary, brands him as a hewer
of wood and a drawer of water-the language of a
group who have declared to the whole world "No
equality in Church or State"; and contrariwise,
(c) that the circumstances in which the African has
come in contact with English have been mainly such
that this language has been regarded as the language of
the civilized. It is regarded as being, largely, the
language of the school; and, in the sphere of employment, it is the language of industry, big business, etc.~
where the African, rightly or wrongly, considers himself to be better treated than his cousin on the farm;
and, consequently,
(d) that, if you have been in contact with English,
you cannot have escaped some measure of civilization.
It may be remarked, in passing, that Afrikaans forms
the basis of the language of the tsotsis in Johannesburg
and elsewhere. Suggestions as to the possible reasons
why this should be so would be welcome. It may be
that we'have, in this, another manifestation of the same
attitudes which are outlined in the above conclusions.
lt

lt

to speak English has been~
and still is, regarded as an indication that he has had
some schooling. Indeed 'education' and 'English' have
to a large extent been regarded as being synonymous.
So that, when a child begins its schooling, his parents
look forward to the time when he will say his first
English sentence. This attitude confirms what was said
earlier on, viz. that a great deal of prestige attaches to
the English language. And well might this be the case.
for, before the advent of Bantu education, English was
not only taught as a subject in African schools, but
was also the chief medium of instruction in subjects
other than languages. Those who were responsible for
this were one feels certain, motivated by the most
noble intentions. Firstly, this language has a rich store
of literature, both technical and artistic, and it is thus a
key to a new world, the wonders of which are great
and manifold. It is a key that unlocks the dust-covered
kists in which are preserved the wisdom and experiences
of past ages. Secondly" English is as near as any to
being an international language. An Afrikaans
columnist "Jan Burger" (Cape Argus, 7 March, 1962)
calls it "a vital, energetic, universal language." It is
thus a means of communication among hundreds of
millions of people with a multitude of different cultural
backgrounds. Even among Bantu-speaking people
whose languages are not mutually intelligible, English
has (to those who know it) provided the means towards
a closer relationship. To those engaged in intellectual
pursuits, this very convenient tool has been, and continues to be, of great help in that it makes it possible for
them to share their experiences with their colleagues
in the same field of study.
•
TIJE ABILITY OF AN AFRICAN

lt

A final article will comment on attempts to alter
language habits artificially, through such agencies as
Bantu Education."
it
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Why Fascists Fear
LEONARD

BLOOM

Emotional and economic
symptoms in South Africa
dangers threatening mankind
is the seductive appeal of Fascism: it is insidious, because it is fatally easy to believe that Fascism died with
the defeat of the Axis powers in 1945. But South Africa,
Portugal, Spain and a handful of less notorious regimes
linger as disagreeable relics of outmoded economicpolitical systems, and given increasing economicpolitical strains and uncertainty, an internationally significant resurgence of Fascism could easily take place.
Fascism takes many different political and social forms,
but underlying these there are common socialpsychological conditions. To understand Fascism it is
therefore necessary to explore both its emotional roots
and the economic-political pressures that foster them.
One line of analysis is that of the Freudians: they are
concerned with the primitive aggression and destructiveness that still is enacted as a primeval drama behind the
meretricious fa9ade of the "civilised" modern state. No
one who has lived "in the charnel-house atmosphere of
the past two generations can doubt the increasing reeklessness~ven zest-with which one social system sets
out to destroy another, regardless of the risks of
destruction that its action thereby arouses. Freud
p~inte~ out th~t "culture has to call up every possible
reInfor~em~nt . In order to erect barriers against the
aggressIve InstIncts of men and to hold their manifestatio~s in. check . . .", and the history of the past 1,000
years has been a record of culture's periodical failure.
By contrast is the sociological argument that Fascism
~s so~!o-economi~: ~ symptom of a sick society, of the
InabIlIty of Capltahsm to preserve itself as it moves
inevitably through stages of economic-social development and, thereby, of conflict as the economic interests
of classes clash. Fascism attempts to arrest change, and
to provide an ideology to justify the violent or cunning
means employed to slow the disagreeable changes of
the struggle for profits, markets and exploitable labour
being replaced by a juster and more rational economicsocial system. South Africans upholding this view have
no difficulty in linking such seeming diversities as the
S~uth Africa Foundation, the facing-both-ways Progressive Party, and the utter absence of any effective and
fundamental conflict between the Fascist government
and business and commerce.
A~e th~se divergencies more than superficial?
Is
FaSCIsm ~lther the. result of defe~ts in man's ability to
control hIS aggressIve (and other) Instincts, or a function
of economic and social maladjustment? I consider that
there is no conflict: we must understand the power of
man's instincts and trace how they int.eract within the
ONE OF THE MOST SUBTLE

LEO N A R D

B LOO M

is a lecturer in Psycholo-

gy at the University of Cape Town.

social-economic c0!lt~xt of for example, the class
struggle and Impenah~m..In South Africa the tawdry
apparatus of such legIslation as Job Reservation and
"Bantu Education", looks 'directed to ruling class fears
of economic-social-political competition by Africans
and others. But these fears are enmeshed in a tangled
and venomous web of panic and passion, about "miscegenation", "immorality" and "communism" that makes
a cool economic analysis of the fears quite unrealisti~
And 'on the other hand, there is no doubt that man's
basic insecurity is encouraged by an evil socio-economic
system and can be lessened by a rational one.
The Fascist, despite his. aggressiveness and braggartry,
has n~ver grown up. He IS terrified of the challenges of
matu~lty and cannot ~ar that others in his society
beco~e mature. He Sinks his childlike loyalties in a
substitute ~ather, the "Le~der", and loses his identity in
the ex~enslon of the famIly: the volk or politiciil party
or natIon. The Leader is satisfied by this, because he
depends on followers for adoration and recognition
and the followers give up their adulthood and the stra~
of responsibility. But even a much-beloved Leader" cannot always protect his flock. Sometimes the burdens he
places upon them are too great, and then there is an
upsurge of repressed hostility. The revered' Leader become~ revil~d, and a rigidly organiSed society deteriorates Into VIolence and chaos.
UND?UB,TEDLY E':ONOMIC THREAT IS a major part of the
FaSCIsts uncertainty: the struggle of the 'Non-White'
peoples for social and economic equality has resulted in
ever more brutal repression, and as the economic-social
struggle becomes sharper so does the Fascist become
n~ore .entangled in his web of irrationality. To the thinly
dIsguIsed -ar~uments for economic exploitation and discriminati~n, he adds a vulgar "racialistic" philosophy.
Insecunty often implies feelings of inferiority, and
the paranoIac fears of our local Fascists are revealed in
the masses of legislation to protect them from the swart
Revaar. But if the 'pinks' are so almighty why do they
fear other groups, and why need the support of
elnotional, rambling "theories" about the nature of
differences between groups? The exploited class, of
course, is always dubbed "inferior". The Fascist ruler
spen;Is much time. advert!sing the fundamental anxiety
of hIS group by hIS frenzIed efforts to prove its "superiority", and by devising laws to prevent the masses
from competing with the (defenceless?) herrenvolk on
a basis of anything approaching economic and social
equality.
~his is justified, socially and emotionally, in the symbolIc adult-child relationship implied by some of this
country's more repugnant institutions and prejudices:
the degrading terms 'Boy' and 'Girl', the mass of legisla~ion regulating every aspect of the 'Non-Whites' , lives
WIth the concern of a nagging, compulsive stepfather
concerned lest his stepchild get out of hand.
'
The Fascist Leader has magical qualities, tllat emerge
in tim.es ~f crisis.. real or spurious. After the attempted
assasslnatton of Dr. Verwoerd a woman is repOrted to
have dashed to the press photographers and begged
them not to photograph him: "Don't you know that he
is holy to us?" A rational Leader does not arouse
reverence, but the Fascist Leader often needs to create
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this aura of divinity. and to feed his flock the belief that
he is in communion with the divine and can invoke
divine protection and advice for his threatened people.
It is no~ble that Fascists, where they do not arrogate
to their uses an orthodox theology las the Afrikaner
Nationalist group has manipulated and perverted a raw
Calvinism). create their own crude, primitive. hellfire
theology to justify and give emotional sanction to their
worldly policies.

fear of the future. because he
must relinquish his monopoly of economic and political
power, and because he will cease to be the one adult in
a world of children; fear of change; nostalgia ~or a
romantically idealised past. He has a neurotic horror of
meeting on a rational plane the economic and social
problems that cleave his society but escapes from the
demands of Freedom to Choose: he fears the burdens
of responsibility, individualism and genuine co-opera_tion that result from sharing social and political
freedom and economic opportunity in a democratic
state. He is threatened by freedom, where the stable,
democratic man is stimulated by it, because the Fascist
is neither strong nor self-sufficient. but feeble, brittle,
uncreative and impotent. His "lust for power is not
rooted in strength but in weakness. It is the expression
of the inability of the individual self to stand alone and
live. It is the desperate attempt to gain secondary
strength where genuine strength is lacking." (Fromm.)
What then is the outcome of this dual analysis? Inasmuch as the Fascist reflects his economic-political
position, to alter that position might alter his attitudes,
and in the end economic self-interest should soften his
rigidity, timidity, and aggression. If the F·ascists' beliefs
and motives were more rational, were they less fanatics
and more simply greedy exploiters, we could agree. But
the Fascist moves in a world of witches and fantasy, no
less than in a world of class-struggle and exploitation;
his group-the volk, the church, nation, class-is
enmeshed in a delusional system. "substituting wishfulfilment for some aspect of the world which is unbearable to him and carrying this delusion through to
reality". (Freud) It is the mass-paranoia of the delusions
of Fascists that make socio-economic weapons uncertain, unless they are supported by psychological understanding to unmask their irrationality, and to suggest the
economic and social pressure-points that encourage
otherwise stable people to live such delusions in tlierr
everyday lives.
•
FEAR MARKS THE FASCIST:
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AMBITION
Peter Motsoane
S. N. Ndlumbini
Sy Moya
earl Mafoko

a quartet
jobs and living
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earnings
schooling
religion

AFRICANA
Send contributions to Africana, P.O. Box 2068, Cape
Town. One prize of Ri will be awarded for the best
item each month, and two consolation prizes of 50c.
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Questioner: I would like to ask how the Foundation can call itself 'non-political' when all o~ its
members and all those who carry out its activities
are of one race.
The Chairman: You cannot ask such a questionit is based on a complete misstatement of fact.
There are in fact many English-speaking people in
the Foundation.-Progressive Party lunch-hour
forum. [Visiting American]
"I am finding today that the Africans are my best
customers for my best books. They are not
interested in fiction any more. They want to buy
.practical books, books about how to do things, and
especially books on administration: how to run
a railway, how to build an airfield, books on government, on chemistry, on economics. I don't know
why they want books like these."-Cape Argus
[JBT]
Printing. For all your requirements. No job too
small ~or us. Prices less than competitive-The Star.
This week's special bargain. 1960 Morris Oxford.
Mileage 6,000. Rolled over only once-The Star.
Your front page article headed "Hearns Quit Transvaal," states that Sasolburg is in the Transvaal. Not
by any stretch of imagination is that so. I appeal to
you not to try and grab our industrial towns.
"Free·stater," Rand Daily Mail.

Our

Very~Own

Telephone Book

extracts from the Tr:ansvaal
Telephone Directory 1961
P.A.C. Distribution Ltd, 64 End St, Jhb.
C.O.D. Motor Garage, 137 van Riebeeck ave,
Edenvale
Labor Construction Company, 4 Bessemer
Rd, Heriotdale Liberal Investments, 122 Hay St, Turffontein
Progressive Packaging (Pty) Ltd, 505
Merchandise Centre, Johannesburg
United Demolishers, Simmer East, Germiston
Bond Outfitters, Gent's Juvenile Outfitters,
140c Central Ave, Mayfair, Johannesburg
National Union Life Assurance (Pty) Ltd,
Corner of President and Simmonds S18, Jhb
Nasionale Rubberstempels (Edms) Bpk,
..
Mainstraat 203, Johannesburg

22-6304
53-2934
25-8521
32-5223
23..7588
51-5054
35-5133
33-4356
23-0191
S

The Remorseless
Process
Federation leads to conflict

PETER

MACKAY

SINCE SIR EDGAR WHITEHEAD came to power with his
United Federal Party in 1958, Southern Rhodesia has
passed through a series of crises of such magnitude that
the Colony now teeters on the brink of economic bankruptcy, social collapse and ope,n racial conflict.
The process has been remorseless. To begin with, the
Prime Minister appeared to consider it his main task not
to be ousted from office in the manner of his predecessor,
Mr. Garfield Todd. To maintain his position he pandered freely to the European electorate on whom his
power rested. No accusations of liberalism would be
levelled at him!
Nor did they have to be, for within a few months he
had proscribed the only representative African political
organisation, the African National Congress, and jailed
some hundreds of its leaders and supporters.
Thus unburdened of his primary, African, opposition,
while at the same time removing some wind from the
sails of his parliamentary, European, opposition, Sir
Edgar Whitehead pursued the path of civilised and
responsible government-and to hell with it being representative!
All the same, a seed was sown. The Government
must have been acutely aware that the grievances upon
which the A.N.e. had nurtured its national support
were not only widespread, but just. It behoved the
U.F.P., having eliminated the opponent, or at least its
most vigorous and articulate spokesmen, to dispose of
the grievances. But one point was neglected: the banning of the A.N.C. added yet another cause of dissatisfaction to the list, one which made the formation of a
new, more militant African organisation inevitable.
So while the Government was bending its attention,
albeit cursorily and inadequately, to the initial causes
of unrest, the National Democratic Party was founded
and within a few months had grown into an even more
powerful opposition than its forerunner.
When this in its turn appeared to be growing too
strong, Sir Edgar Whitehead stepped in again and
arrested its leaders. At the same time, from his remote
pinRacle of power, he proclaimed Southern Rhodesia
to be like the calm eye of a cyclone. Meteorologically,
the simile was questionable; and whe~ a week later,
the country erupted in the most fearsome and far-flung
disturbances in its history, it appeared to be politically
dubious also.
The cycle continued. Vehement retaliation by the

Government. More grievances for the Africans, and
more violent reaction. The N.D.P. followed the A.N.e.
into Government-ordained limbo, and the Zimbabwe
African People's Union succeeded the N.D.P. as the
mouthpiece and harness of the African people's spirit.
Consequently, the Colony now finds itself in a state
of permanent unhappiness and constant emergency. But
there is irony in the situation: in attempting to. retain
the support of his European electorate Sir Edgar Whitehead has forfeited the loyalty of the African masses.
And now, in endeavouring to retrieve his position and
acquire African support through reform, the Prime
-Minister is forfeiting the trust of Europeans.
And the moral? Don't aspi~e to lead unless you are
a leader. For if Sir Edgar Whitehead had made any
attempt to guide his European electorate along the
paths of reality and h~anity when he first came to
power, he might now stand some chance of building a
nation.
.
Instead there is complete deadlock. The Government
is repudiated by the African nationalists and distrusted
by many Europeans. Its minimal support must indeed
be an all-time low even for this autocratic century.
MANY PEOPLE HAVE BEJ;N hoping that Britain, with its
benign influence and tranquil traditions, would step
into a situation increasingly malevolent and violent. The
hope is still not vain:. but Mr. Butler's. visit lessened it.
Certainly he was bland and urbane (to use the most

Poem
P.

CULLINAN

Asleep on the river bank,
With cold beer in the hot afternoon
An angler dreams of anarchists
Dynamiting dustbins with a leery stare.
Dosing he pleads with the Devils
To renounce a senseless war on sanitation,
In fantastic stanzas of reality.
And through this revolution,
Sleeping on·a river ·bailk,·
Three times, three times, three times,
A Kingfisher squawks.
Screaming T.N.T.
Anarchy flies back, and back, and back
Through stanzas of reality.
And the angler scared rigid,
Upright with bird cries,
Blinks at this anarchy:
Two empty bottIes
Sweat in his neck, the casual
Ricochet of a dragon fiy.
t
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favoured press jargon) but-dare one whisper it?-he
was also smug. One felt that his preoccupation was with
the form rather than the facts . . . Let's be gentlemen
and work something out, shall we?
Unfortunately, the Rhodesian cycle has turned too
far for that. Britain can no longer be the arbiter in
search of compromise: she must choose sides and put
all her vast economic and political weight behind the
side she chooses. And who can be in any doubt as to
which is the right side? Britain's only hope-and duty
-in supporting the just cause espoused by African
nationalism is that in doing so she will ensure fair play
for the loser.
This~ however!' is abstract. Mr. Butler plumped for
compromise. And compromise is out when it comes to

the immediate issue. This, simply, is whether the African people are to have--eonstitutionally-a worthy and
telling position in the affairs of their nation.
As a consequence of Britain's default, the Z.A.P.U.has sought another challenger for its cause, the United
Nations Organisation. But as Mr. Joshua Nkomo, the
party's president, admitted in Accra recently, diplomatic
oneupmanship in New York is pretty remote from
political victory in Salisbury. The match must be fought
on the home ground.
If Whitehead and his U.F.P. continue on their present
inflexible course, refusing to countenance African political demands for fear of losing further European
support, then the game is going to be somewhat underhand, and we can expect a number of fouls.
•

Mbari-First Anniversary
this year marked the first anniversary
of Mbari Writers' and Artists' Club. The occasion was
celebrated with an art exhibition -showing paintings by
Louren~ Marques's African painter, Malangatana,
and closed with a party, at which Langston Hughes was
guest of honour. We also had the Negro poet, Paul
Vesey, the secretary of the American Society of African
Culture which now has an office in Lagos, and the
South Africans Bloke Modisane, J. Arthur Maimane,
and Lewis Nkosi.
Ulli Beier, the German-born authority on Yoruba
culture, who has virtually made Nigeria his second
home, was instrumental in bringing Malangatana to a
larger audience in Africa and Britain. He made the
first contact with the painter during an Mrican tour
last year, during which he also met Peter Clarke of
Simon's Town, Elimo Njau (sculptor and painter) of
Tanganyika, Ibrahim Salahi of Sudan, and another
artist in Ethiopia. Mbari has already exhibited Salahi
and two Nigerian painters, Demas Nwoko and Uche
Okeke.
Mbari's first year has been a whirlwind of activity.
I was privileged to be one of the founders of this club
in Ibadan, together with Wole Soyinka (playwright),
John Pepper Clark (poet), Mrs. Frances .Ademola
(Ghanaian broadcaster now married to a Nigerian), and
Ulli Beier. Mbari itself is an Ibo temple which is erected
every year in dedication to the earth god, and is made
simply by supporting a roof with lines of carved
wooden images. The old one disintegrates and a new
one put up each year. We decided that it was time
that Ibadan, the largest all-African city in the continent,
had a centre where people could come and watch an
art exhibition, listen to music, see an open-air drama
pedormance and used an Africana reference library. So
we asked the Congress for Cultural Freedom to help us
lease part of a building. Promptly this was done.
The Congress for Cultural Freedom is an international organisation in Paris which encourages the arts,
literature, music and scholarship all over the world.
It organises conferences, ~usic festivals, or sponsors
them, and also assists individuals who pursue any of
these branches of cultural activity. L'Institut d'Etudes
THE END OF JUNE
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Congolaises in the Congo was its first African venture,
being an adult education centre. Mbari is its second.
The African service o~ Congress, which I now direct
seeks to promote centres like Mbari wherever conditions
permit and the community invites the Congress. At the
time of writing I am undertaking a tour throughout
Arica to e.xplore such conditions and to look for writers
and artists who need to be sponsored and should be
acquainted with Mbari.
Since last year, there have been art exhibitions at
Mbari; a music festival; two schools of visual arts, each
lasting a week. J ulian Beinart from the Fine Arts
department of the Witwatersrand University, conducted
both sessions and found them most stimulating. We
have started a Mbari Publication project to publish
good African writing which, for commercial and
"aesthetic" reasons would not be taken by big
publishing houses. Among them are John Pepper
Clark's verse play, The Song of a Goat; Leon Damas'
African Songs (in translation from the French); Alex
la Guma's most beautiful novelette, A Walk in the
Night, regarded generally as the best thing Mbari has
produced. La Guma's short stories will be published
soon. Art exhibitions and publication of African works,
together with the Africa-wide short story and poetry
contest now closing, and last June's Conference of
African Writers of English Expression at Makerere
College, Kampala-all these are intended to make
Mbari an African, rather than just a Nigerian,
institution.
It was naturat in the first place, for Mbari to come
to life in Nigeria. This country of 40,000,000 people
made up of three main "nations," has now five principal poets, two playwrights, three principal novelists,
all writing in English, and there are three principal
radio drama producers. Again, it is a free country and
cultural activity can flourish without any state control
or sanctions. The state can of course be called in to
assist if necessary. This may not always be so, and it
may not always be the right thing, but it does, in the
first instance, allow for free play of people's initiative
and drive. Mbari is a non-racial centre, and has a
mixed ordinary membership.
•
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tabadi was jorlneriy lvell-klWwn as

olle

of the

important Ga towns which lie along the coast of what
is now Ghana; whilst other of the coastal towns, such
as Accra and Tema, have subsequently beconze nlore
famous for modern developments, Labadi is nOlV best
known for its beaches.
Situated eight miles east of Accra (the capital city),
Labadi attracts hundreds of visitors at week-ends. Many
of the visitors bathe in the Atlantic ocean, which
throughout the year is warm, with the temperature
usually in the 70's, and which, up to the present, has
been free of man-eating sharks. The only danger is the
current, which at times is treacherous, but bathing is
generally safe if one keeps within the line of breakers.
The waves are usually not too boisterous to ride, so
that surfing is a popular pastime, with lnany of the
swimmers using light wooden boards, whilst a few of
the more proficient dispense with boards and surf freely
in the South African style.

is not the sea, however,
but the mile or so of beach, with its ever-changing
scene: as the beach physically alters both with the tides
and with the time of year, with the heavy rains of June
practically washing away the lagoon, and drastica!ly
altering the contours of the beach-so does the SOCIal
scene constantly shift in subtle ways, so that it is never
the same, always offering some new and absorbing
interest. The beach is fringed with a line of tropical
palm-trees, among which are located many beach huts,
most of which have been built by the expatriate firms
for their employees. (For South African readers who
are accustomed to the inaccurate term "European," it
should be explained that in Ghana the more precise
word "expatriate" is in popular usage, stressing the
nationality rather than the colour).
The diversity of the human spectacle at Labadi
Beach on a fine Sunday (and it is on only very few
Sundays during the year that the weather is inclement,
and drives people away) provides an endless fascination for the observant spectator. Firstly, there is the
great variety in the composition of the crowd. Many
of the bathers are expatriates, including British, Dutch,
Russians, Italians, Germans, Americans, Swiss, Syrians,
Indians and many others: it must surely be one of the
most cosmopolitan throngs to be ~ound on any beach.
And mingled with the expatriates are the Ghanaians,
usually forming the majority if one stopped to count,
which no one does. Ghana has been accused of being
undemocratic, when it is judged by the functioning of
Western political institutions: but if judged by the
social scene at Labadi Beach, then it is certainly on~
of the most democratic places in the world. For where
else would one find ambassadors and junior clerks,
bank managers and stewards, doctors' wives and "goodtime girls" all enjoying the same beach, and not caring
about the range of social and economic classes which
they represent?
The complex composition of the crowd provides
THE MAIN CENTRE OF INTEREST
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delightfully bIzarre scenes. Where else in the world
could one find all the following, at one place, at the
same time? A Japanese business-man solemnly exercising his Boxer dog; an amiable fair-haired Russian
floating lazily beyond the breakers on an outsize
inflated inner tube, bobbing up and down with the
swell; an Australian demographer instructing his small

LABADI
a Ghananian
subculture
sons, and their play-mate (a cheerful Ghanaian boy,
whose father cooks for the Australian) how to ride the
waves; a senior Sudanese Minister seriously running
up and down the beach in a vain attempt to keep his
weight down; a Ghanaian doctor introdu9il}g his tiny
child to the delights of the sea; a group of shy Indian
ladies giggling as they play with their children at the
water's edge, scurrying away when a large wave
approaches, to prevent their sari.s· from bec~ming
drenched; an excited party of GhanaIan school-c~I1dren,
with their teachers anxiously trying to keep them from
straying too. far; a crew-cropped American ta;king
photographs of his family; an impromptu football game,
with a few Syrians, several Ghanaians and some Dutch
boys taking part . . . . On any Sunday when I have
been at Labadi, I have seen an assorted collection of
incidents, always new and always changing.
ALTHOUGH THE BATHERS, strollers and sun-followers are
spread out for some distance along the beach, if 'there
is any focus it is at the Marina Cafe, which, despite
the fact that it would not pass any too stringent municipal health regulations, is one of the jolliest b.each
cafes I know. The manageress is an easy-going, large,
Ga woman, who dispenses Heineken'~ and Club Beer,
and coca-colas, as well as preparing food for those
who require it, to the assorted clientele she at~racts.
The Marina represents one of the most pleasing aspects
of life in Ghana-the immense good-humour, which
all visitors notice. All day Akwoa, the manageress,
moves majestically about the cafe., or, when tired,
stretches out full length on one of her benches, and
directs one of her smiling younger brothers to look
after the customers. Amongst all the bustle, it is
common to see one of her little daughters peacefully
sleeping beneath a table, clutching one of ,the kittens
which also somehow manages to sleep through all
the clamour.
The Marina is a centre for a group of .young
Ghanaian girls to display their newbikinj bathing
costumes, a spectacle which perceptibly pleases .most
of the expatriate men rather more than it does. th~ir
wives. A few years ago, it was uncommon to see
Ghanaians in swimming costumes of any description,
but they suddenly blossomed forth· in all types of
costume, especially the bikinis, which suit their.. youthful figures admirably, allowing them to shoW off as
they dance a High Life or two at the cafe. One of
Akwoa's brothers has learnt. sufficient _~ussian ,to, be
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able to greet his Russian custoll1ers ill their own
language, and to take their orders, calling out gaily in
Russian "Two beers and three coca-colas coming up,"
to the delight of the Russians as they watch the girls
dancing.'
The Russians are mostly youngish flight engineers
and maintenance men attached to the Ilyashin aircraft

DAVID
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joyous confusion on a
fine Sunday. ..
which Ghana bqught last year. A few of the older men
are accompanied by their families, and all the ones
whom I have met have been lively, pleasant and
, interested. (1 became friendly with one engineer who
wished to improve his English, then was delighted
when I gave him some South African stamps, as he is
a keen collector, and through him I have met many
of the others). In contrast to many of the other expatriates, the Russians are nearly all in good physical
shape, for the usual "Europeans" tend to be overweight
and of unpleasing proportions; as so often happens, a
certain grossness of the intellect frequently accompanies
the physical grossness, so that one welcomes the frank
curiosity and alert interest of the Russians.
Labadi formerly consisted of two distinct beaches,
each of which ilsed to be manned by life-savers who
were provided by the Army, which has long since given
up this function, but by habit (and partly because of
the convenience of parking cars) people still tend to
congregate in one or other of the two centres. By one
of those curious social processes, the West Beach has
become the home of the bourgeoisie, who are mainly
expatriate (and nearly -all white, with a scattering of
Syrians, one or two Africans) for most Ghanaians find
the middle-class family atmosphere too dull for their
tastes. This beach is relatively quiet and uncrowded,
and is half a mile away from the tempting distraction
of the Marina Cafe; I was intrigued to see that several
of the older Russians had chosen this place, clearly
preferring its solid respectability to the vulgar excitements of the other-or could it be, 1 wondered, that
the Russian matrons thought it best to settle their
husbands a safe distance from the bikinis?
a noisy, crowded contrast, and
is used by a much more heterogeneous group. On
Sunday afternoons an increasing number of Ghanaians
comes to promenade on the beach and to see what is
happening. One may find a sophisticated young belle,
elegantly attired in the latest beachwear, accompanied
by a poodle on a leash, casually surveying the scene
through her dark glasses, apparently indifferent to the
bold glances which she- attracts. Then may come four
Nigerians, distinctive in tribal dress and facial markings, who sit down and produce a warri board * The
THE EAST BEACH OFFERS

• A .popular game played al~ over Africa, using two series of
rounded depressions in a wooden board, with smooth pebbles
as "men."
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excited laughter of the players mingles with the warning
cries of the crew of a fishing boat which comes surging
through the surf, scattering the bathers and -attracting
many' who wish to see what the fishermen have caught.
The fishermen use the same dugout canoes and trident
paddles that the Ga fishers have used for centuries, but
today most of them will have Japanese nylon nets,
costing R200 (£100) or more. The canoes, which are
so~e 20 feet long, are ~olourfully decorated in pleasing
deSIgns, and are sturdIly constructed to withstand the
battering of the surf. Those on the beach often help
to pull in the ropes to which net is attached, so as to
share in the excitement of seeing how large the catch
is. This is an anxious time for the fishermen and their
families, as this is their livelihood and the catches are
so variable. Whe.n the fishermen are fortunate, and
bring in many fish, scores of women and children
appear from among the palmtrees and mesembryanthemums-which seem to line all African Beachesin order to help distribute and take away the fish,
amidst much noisy argument.
Another method of fishing (and one hitherto unrecorded, I believe) is to stand knee-deep in the sea and
to do a sort of pelvic wriggle, rather like doing "the
T~ist," the. whi.le feeling .with one)s toes for the periWInkles whIch lIve a few Inches belo\v the sand. It is a
fascinating and relaxing pastime; I have tried it, with
some success, and found the exercise beneficial and the
rhythm soothing. Women and small children are the
main participants in this form of fishing, and in small
groups they are often seen, silhouetted pleasingly against
the sky-line, or even right among the paddlers, quite
~nconcerned and joyously wiggling their hips, from
tIme to time transferring periwinkles from their toes
to a large tin which one child carries on his head.
At East Beach there will also be youths kicking a
football about, or playing with a large beach ball, often,
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in their exuberance, showering sand over staider folk..
When this happens, it is simple, for those who find
this tiresome, either to move to another part of the
beach, or else to request the players to move away,
which, providing they are not too rapt in their game,
they will do; what is remarkable is the complete
absence of any resentment or malice or vicousness, for
the Ghanaians are not usually a violent people, and
they display an unusual tolerance.
The beach has many itinerant vendors of a variety of
wares, particularly fruit which is carried in large shallow
baskets on the statuesque heads of handsome Ga
women who sway along, clad in their printed flowered
cloths. In season they sell pine-apples at 25c (2s.6d.),

coconuts at lOc (Is.), and oranges, mangoes or bananas
at about eight for lOe (Is.). They will willingly peel
any fruit for their customers, and it is an impressive
sight to see one of the fruitsellers, still balancing the
heavy basket on her head, deftly holding a pine-apple
in one hand and her cutlass in the other, usually with a
small child playing round her legs. There are also little
girls who sell roasted groundnuts, wrapped in pieces of
newspaper at Id. a handful, and men from Northern
Ghana who offer the brightly coloured woven baskets
of their region; there are women who vend the
attractively carved traditional Ashanti stools, and a
cheerful Nigerian who has a good stock of jewellery
and trinkets, who will offer me a beer on a day when

Okara

Soyinka

PIANO AND DRUMS

TELEPHONE CONVERSATION

When at break of day at a riverside
I hear jungle drums telegraphing
the mystic rhythm, urgent, raw
like bleeding flesh, speaking of
primal youth and the beginning,
I see the panther ready to pounce,
the leopard snarling about to leap
and the hunters crouch with spears poised;
And my blood ripples, turns torrent,
topples the years and at once I'm
in my mother's laps a suckling;
at once I'm walking simple
paths with no innovations,
rugged, fashioned with the naked
warmth of hurrying feet and groping hearts
in green leaves and wild flowers pulsing.
Then I hear a wailing piano
solo speaking of complex ways
in tear-furrowed concerto;
of far away lands
and new horizons with
coaxing diminuendo, counterpoint,
crescendo. But lost in the labyrinth
oj its complexities, it ends in the middle
oj a phrase at a daggerpoint.
And I lost in the morning mist
of an age at a riverside keep
wandering in the mystic rhythm
of jungle drums and the concerto.

SOY INK A is on the staff of the
University College, Ibadan.
GAB R I E L 0 K A RA, a Government Information Officer, lives in the Eastern Region, Nigeria.
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The price seemed reasonable, location
Indifferent. The landlady swore she lived
Off premises. Nothing remained
But self-confession. 'Madam,' I warned,
'[ hate a wasted journey-l am African:
Silence. Silenced transmission of
Pressurised good-breeding. V oice, when it calne,
Lip-stick coated, long gold-rolled
Cigarette-holder pipped. Caught I was, foully.
'HOW DARK?' . . . I had not misheard . . . 'ARE
YOU LIGHT
'OR VERY DARK?' Button B. Button A. Stench
Of rancid breath of public hide-and-speak.
Red booth. Red pillar-box. Red double-tiered
Omnibus squelching tar. It was real! Shamed
By ill-mannered silence, surrender
Pushed dumbfounded to beg simplification.
Considerate she was, varying the emphasis'ARE YOU DARK? OR VERY LIGHT?' Revelation
came.
'You mean-like plain or milk chocolate?'
Her assent was clinical, crushing in its light
Impersonality. Rapidly, wave-length adjusted,
I chose, 'West African sepia'-and as an afterthought.
'Down in my passport: Silence for spectroscopic
Flight of fancy, till truthfulness clanged her accent
Hard on the mouthpiece. 'WHAT'S THAT?,' conceding
'DON'T KNOW WHAT THAT IS.' 'Like brunette.'
'THAT'S DARK, ISN'T IT?' 'Not altogether.
'Facially, I am brunette, but madam, you should see
'The rest of me. Palm of my hand, soles of my feet
'Are a peroxide blonde. Friction, caused'Foolishly madam-by sitting down, has turned
'My bottom raven black--:..-()ne moment madam/'sensing
Her receiver rearing on the thunder clap
About my ears-'Madam,' I pleaded, 'Wouldn't you
rather
'See for yourself?'
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he has had good sales, or ask for one when he has not.
A visitor from South Africa would be surprised by
many aspects of this fascinating sub-culture, particularly, of course, by the absence of any discrimination
based on colour: to one accustomed to segregated
beaches, the sight of perhaps 1,000 people of varying
hues happily enjoying the same stretch of sand and
water, would either be downright horrifying or enormously pleasing, according to one's outlook. There are
other differences, too-I have indicated the complete
absence of any form of discrimination based on class,
and there is also the amazing absence of regulations.
or of any authority. We are at times ~n danger of
meekly accepting far too many regulatIons, so that
one tends to accept the general necessity and merely
question . the particular form. For the peaceful
anarchist, I recommend a visit to Labadi as an encouragement in what can be done without regulations.
I do not pretend that there are not regulations, laws,
by-laws, etc., in other spheres of life in Ghana, but
Labadi does at present provide an example (one worthy
of notice, even if it only applies to a small sub-culture,
at week-ends) of how people can co-exist peaceably;
it is a nearly unique example of a merry tolerance, of
a concentration on enjoying one's own pursuits whilst
not allowing' this to deprive others of their enjoyment.
There is no "Notice," no official, no prohibition, no
restriction. The.re is no one to tell people where to
bathe, or where to park their cars, or where to change
their clothes. And in .the absence of instructions, people
bathe in the safer places, they park their cars under
the shadiest palm-tree not yet occupied, they change
in one of the huts or in the bushes (and the smaller
children, black and white, have the best of it, for they
run and splash around without bothering about clothes).
In short, people, left to themselves, behave sensibly in
these circumstances.
I am not advocating a general anarchy, merely
pointing out that Labadi offers an example of a strange
and refreshing sort. No one would dream of denying
the rights of the lithe young footballers to play, the
racehorses to. canter up the beach, the vendors to sell
their wares, the belles to pirouette in their bikinis, the
Russian to float far away on his tube. How then does
the system work, in the absence of regulation? Let
me say that it could not possibly work in Cape Town,
nor in Chicago nor in Colchester . . . we are too
committed to our regulations, and we should not be·
prepared to abandon (as one does at Labadi) some of
our rigid concepts of order and hygiene. We now care
more about the orange-peel on the beach, or the
separation of 'people into different groups, than about
the simple pleasures of the people, and we could not
regard the joyous confusion of Labadi with the goodnatured tolerance of the Ghanaians.
At a time when Ghana (in common with other
developing nations) is receiving much financial, technical and managerial aid from more developed countries,
it is salutary to remember that Ghana, too, has something to offer, a profound and humane tolerance which
is only possible when there is a mature appreciation of
the rights of individuals. Where else could Labadi
Beach exist, with its innocent joyments and its splendid
lack of restricting orders?
•
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Education
For Change
MICHAEL

STERN

movem"ent, nowhere more than in Africa,
and failure to change means eventual extinction.
Most of us are actuaHy rebels at heart, for we are
born adventurers but too soon after we have left
school, our zest for change has been so blunted by
convention and inhibited by material comfort that we
meekly accept the standard attitudes of society. and t.he
traditional way of life of our ancestors. That IS an Indictment of education, because it is in the schools that
our critical faculties should be sharpened and our
appetites whetted-for life.
Dr. Birley of Eton said on his recent visit to South
Africa that there were two kinds who deserved protection and encouragement. They are the idealists who
always have a VIsion of the best~ without which h,uman
beings would seldom achieve anything at all. Rebels
are, or should be, born in schools, -and there is somewrong with an educational system that breeds conformists. 'The rebel aims not to destroy, as a saboteur, but
to cut through cant, to question and challenge and to
build anew on real values.
What are the schools doing to develop and encourage
this critical approach? Far too little, in my view, at
government or private level, because the cry is for
conformity, and in South Africa this must 1l!ean t~e
uncritical acceptance of society as it stands, the tradItional South African way of lif~ with its baasskap and
its apartheid, as something desirable, defensible and
permanent. But can it be any of these things, in the long
run? It is imposed by a minority on the majority, it
effectively deprives the state of much of its practical
skills and intellectual growth because it draws for
leadership on only one fifth of the population, and it is
likely to be increasingly subject to the winds of change
and to the forces of black nationalism.
Education cannot ignore this, cannot substitute a
matriculation certificate for critical awareness. Academic distinction is vital, with a measure of vocational
training, if we are not to pitch young people, totally
unprepared technically, into a hostile. and competitive
world: but this is only part of the picture, and perhaps
the least important. Education is much more than this.
Our contribution must be "to the whole twenty-four
hours of a man, not just to the few hours he sells to his
LIFE MEANS

M I C H A E L S T ERN, headmaster of St M artin's School, and formerly of St. Peter's,
Rosettenville, is to become headmaster of Waterford School, a non-racial, interdenominational
private school which is to open near Mbabane,
Swaziland in 1963.
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employer". The aim is to develop potentialities to the
full, to provide a climate in which they can grow, and
to produce integrated people who think and feel as
intelligently and as sensitively as· their capabilities
allow. We must neither run away from nor be overwhelmed by the social problems of our environment~
neither accept nor reject uncritically the solutioris suggested by those in authority, but above all we must
measure all behaviour and conduct, all policies and
theories against our own innate sense of right and
wrong, of justice and of truth, according to the faith we
try to practise.
These values cannot be imposed, they must be caught
not taught, for there can be no compulsory virtue. The
true educationist condemns indoctrination for two very
cogent reasons-first, it is immoral, and second, it is
ineffective.
.
It is imnloral because it is a negation of the intellectual freedom without which there is no spiritual growth,
and it is therefore an insult to the dignity of man. A
child belongs not to a political party, nor to the state,
not to the school, nor even completely to his family, by
whom he is, so to speak, held in trust till he becomes an
adult, when he owes ultimate allegiance only to his
Creator. This is the fundamental difference between the
liberal Christian and the autocratic approach to education. The former implies a set of positives beyond a
conviction in the rightness of a cause. Even the Nazi
teacher must believe in the worthwhileness of Nazism:
but the true liberal believes not only in principles but
also in people as individuals, transcending in importance party or programme, slogan or dogma. In this he
differs from all expone'nts of the totalitarian way of life,
of the right or of the left.
EDUCATION IS A PREI>ARATION for life, but for all life and.
for all people, and that means, in South Africa, life in
a multi-racial society. Not only is our society already
inextricably mixed-Jew and Gentile, Catholic and
Protestant, Afrikaner and English, rich and poor, black,
brown, yellow and white-but the biggest group,' the
African, is moving towards educational, political and
social equality of opportunity just as inexorably as and
a good deal faster than the working classes of Europe
over the turn of this century. To prepare for that is not
idealism but realism. We can no longer afford the
luxury of apartheid, and a segregated society is in any
case incomplete, by definition. Only -an ostrich or a
fanatic can fail to see this, and evolutionary forces are
stronger than either.
Integrated society is the natural corollary, the logical
outcome of a process that is taking place all over the
world. Nationalism must finally give way to internationalism and segregation to integration. These have
always been the basic convictions of the liberal, who
believes in integration not only because it is eminently
desirable, but also because it is inevitable. Unless
educationists can come to terms with this situation, our
schools will soon be preparing children not for the
future but for the past, for a way of life that was always
suspect and will soon be quite out of touch with reality.
We shall then be condemning them to a long period of
maladjustment in the Africa of tomorrow, to the detriment of the country, its people, a~d the future.
.12
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Her Warrior
JONATHAN
a

KARIARA

story

SHE WAS A TALL WOMAN with high cheekbones, now
more emphasised than ever by the loss of her molar
teeth. Her lips were finer than most of her tribe's and
wore a shut, rather sour expression. Her eyes seemed
to be always fixed on the distance, as though she didn't
'see' or mind the immediate, but dwelt on the eternal.
She was not like other children's grandmothers weknew, who would spoil their grandchildren and had
their huts 'just outside the hedge' of their sons' homesteads. Grandmother lived three hills away, which was
inexplicable.
All the other grandmothers had some relationship
WIth their ageing husbands. Some had strange dreams
of how their dead ones had visited them in their dreams,
and would repeat their last night's experience in great
detail, time and time again, thus relieving the monotony
of their existence. There was Grandma Wacu who was
always rescuing her husband from toppling into the fire
as he dozed and would scold him with a mighty wrath,
in spite o~ her neighbours' constant protestations that
her husband was stone deaf. There were the 'Lizards,'
so called for their daylong basking in the sun. Their
life now consisted of following the course of tae sun;
outside their respective huts in the morning, under the
Mukoigo tree at noon, at the back of their huts at
sunset, taking i~ the last rays of the sun. There was
Gacucu (Little Grandmother) who after forty years of
married life was still having fights with her husband,
and indiscriminately would tell her troubles in great
detail to us children, to our great joy but so much to
the embarrassment of her married daughters.
Grandmother was different.· She never mentioned her
husband. If she ever heard any of us refer to him she
would instantly snort and push away any small object
near her with an impatient sweep of her long arm. If
any of us dared ask her why she never mentioned him
she would instantly lose her temper and like a broody
hen ruffling her feathers would rise to gather her few
possessions, for a return journey to her hut three hills
away. She had been insulted.

she had been asked to
come, to see him. He was dying. "Tell her she must
come," my father had told the man he sent to her.
When she arrived she was greatly changed. She who
before had walked with such a firm step in spite of her
age, who had such a haughty face, was now in a state
of nervous excitement. My mother hurried to meet her
at the gate as she arrived. "You must see . . ." "See
what?" snapped Grandmother, pushing her aside and
confronting my father. "And so I must come, Karanja.
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So I'm wanted now·?", ·she almost jeered. He,· fearing
she might say something which would sorrow both for
the rest of their lives, left the house immediately and
left Mother to face the old woman. "Who wants me
here?", she demanded, stamping here and there with a
stick like a blind man 'looking' for his way. "Who
wants me here?", she repeated. We bad.always enjoyed
her tantrums before, we knew they always ended in her
either shortening her visit to us, or in a wonde·rful
mood when simply and vividly she would tell us
strange stories of her adventures as a girl, before she
married. But now it was different, although she was
raving, her mind was not on what she was saying,
rather she was like a receiver of bad news who puts
off the announcement with gibberish. She kept on looking furtively in the direction of his hut,. and Mother,
guessing what was worrying her, had to break the news
she feared. "He is not there. We persuaded him to go
to the mission hospital, Mother," she s~id. For a few
seconds the other woman was like somebody choking.
She gasped and swayed and would have fallen unconscious had Mother not done what was very unexpected
of her. She who always feared the older woman
rushed to where she was standing and gripped her by
the Shoulders, turning Grandmother to face her.
Steadily she gazed into Grandmother's face, as though
sear~hing for a clue that would thaw the cold resentment the old woman had built up towards her husband.
And her eyes also seemed to accuse the older woman,
as if saying, "You too were responsible, even to sending
him to the mission hospital." The other woman might
have understood her for she did not rave now but was
leaning on Mother, helplessly. Mother took her into the
house.
TIDS IS THE STORY, as we cam'e to learn later. They
married 'outside .the tribe.' That means~ she saw her
man and decided in her heart to marry him. He saw
her heart's decision, and quietly but finally accepted it.
Thus they disregarded all the tribal forms of courting
and marriage and .let it known they were going to
marry. She simply told her parents she was marrying
him, so ·wounding their pride in the implication they
did not count, tribal customs did not count. A girl must
not decide for herself finally who she is going to marry.
But she was marrying Wanyoike, the great warrior, so

their pride was partly mollified. He 'on· the other hand
could have chosen any bride he wanted to marry. He
was a war leader, a great but short-lived war leader.
They were not married for long when the Masai
declared war· on the Kikuyu. They had cunningly
chosen their moment, for the Kikuyus had just been
through a period of famine and were rather weakened.
Anger that the Masai should so cunningly involve
them, when it was usual for them to be the cunning
party, gave them greater courage than they normally
possessed when fighting the dreaded Maitha.*
The war was fought and the Kikuyu were being driven
from hill to hill. Wanyoike, one of the Kikuyu leaders,
was blind with anger. For days he had fought, never
uttering a word, b~t as the conviction grew that they
would lose the battle .his anger grew into such a frenzied hatred of the Masai that he would do anythi~g to
see them'retreat. Next day he did the unexpected, the
unprecedented. He gripped the long arm of a Kikuyu
warrior who had fallen dead beside him and chopped it
off at the shoulder blade. His living hand gripped the
dead one and, waving it aloft, he charged into a group
of Masai warriors~ striking right and left with the dead
man's arm. At first they did not understand what was
happening, until one after the other they felt the clammy touch of the dead arm. Then they saw. And fear
spread among them, a primeval .fear of warm blood
coming in contact with the disintegrating dead. One
after the other they let out a cry, the inhuman cry of a
trapped wild animal. It spread like fire with a wind
behind it; it echoed in every warrior, Kikuyu or Masai,
so that the Kikuyu paused, paralysed with fear, and
the Masai, afraid of 'evil-let-lose' took to flight. Seeing
them flee the Kikuyu fell to, and made history that day.
for grandmothers to repeat to their grandchildren, of
the day the Masai were wholly defeated. But it was
curious that not one of them mentioned Wanyoike who
caused 'the victory. To· them as to the defeated Masai
it was greatly shocking, therefore taboo, that the living
blood in a man should so dare to come into such close
contact with the dead.
W ANYOIKE CAME BACK from war a lonely man. Once the
victory was won they were all afraid of 'him. Deadly

*Kikuyu name for the fierce Masai warriors.
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afrajd. Many of them said later that they all wanted
to be religiously cleansed after that battle~ although they
should have been singing victorious. They hurried on
to their respective huts~ who should have come back
one body, united in and drunk with victory. Wanyoike
cre,pt back to his young wife~ afraid of himself. So she
took to protecting him, fiercely. "The battle she
fought! ", the old women in the village would say. "You
did not dare ask her how the child she was carrying
kicked. It was Wanyoike's so what interest could you
have in it? We never knew the little things she liked
during her time of waiting. She was proud and foolish
and had a way of making you look just like a
shrivelled leaf floating on the wind, with a wave of her
hand. You did not dare show up at her house. 'What
do you want?'~ she would demand, sweeping out like·
a mad thing, even though you might have been carrying
anointing oil to her. When the child arrived she had
no woman with her." Then they would add with a
shudder~ "Some people think he helped her with the
birth of the child."
When the child was a few days old Wanyoike killed
a fat ram and invited his relations to come and meet
the 'new guest' arrived. There was no beer at the feast,
for his wife would not agree to the feasting and said
she would rather go through what she had recently
been through than debase herself by asking any of
those women to help with beer making. So the feast
Wanyoike provided never came to life, for not even
birds can sing on dry throats. The party was rather
flagging when she came out. "You should have seen
her fury, that their relations should come to bless the
child! And she would not eat the meat, would not
touch her special portion, but went about like a sheep
suffering from lock jaw. We had all sympathised with
her in the past but now we were not sorry to see that
her husband was very angry with her, and we knew
what his anger meant. It was then that their fights
started. She would bow to no man, but would lift her
long strong arms and with fury would strike. He would
get hold of her and shake her until there was no wind
in her. And they are the ones who had walked together
in the cool of the evening, as no other woman dare with
her husband. Their fights were still and terrible, like
quicksands, each keen to destroy the other. Then one
day he decided they could not live together and soon
after built her a hut where she now lives. He never
called her back but something went out of him with
her departure. He quickly grew old and started cooking
for himself, ay, one of our warriors ended cooking for
himself! "
"She will never come back to him unless called back,
she was always proud and foolish", the women would
add with a slight touch of malice.
in persuading Grandmother to see her dying husband. "What are we waiting
for then?", we heard her demand of Mother impatiently. Soon they were outside, ready to go to the hospital.
But she was not destined to see her husband any more.
As they came out at the door my father came in at the
gate. Something in his face must have broken the news
to the women. Grandmother looked steadily in his face
and something, as it were, snapped in the very core of
MOTHER MUST HAVE SUCCEEDED
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her being. She did not break down in weeping as many
women would have done. She simply turned to pick
the little bag she always carried which had fallen when
she saw my father. "It is well", she said, ~'that I did
not see him in those ridiculous things they give them to
wear at the hospital. I would never have forgiven him
if I had seen him in those-those ..." She could not
continue but walked to the gate. And as she fumbled
to open it she was no longer a proud old lady. She was
a tottering old woman who would from now on sit
outside her hut, looking at the horizon. "She is watching
her girlhood dance in the· horizon," her neighbours
would say if they saw her sitting thus. But most of the
time she saw nothing, nothing.
•

Words
Words
Words
a full-page Sunday Times article of
15 July read, " 'Prophecies 0/ Disaster and Revolution
are Fatuous,' by Julius Lewin, a recognised authority
on South African constitutional law." Plomer's lines
were brought forcibly to mind:
THE HEAD-LINE TO

Alleged Last Trump. Blown Yesterday;
Traffic Drowns Call to Quick and Dead;
Cup Tie Crowd sees Heavens Ope;
'Not End of World,' says Well-Known Red.

When White Supremacy's Last Trump is finally
sounded from the steps of the Union Buildings, Julius
Lewin, no Red, will hear it from the dais of a lectureroom at 'Wits, and will say, as he said in Africa South
in 1958: "Revolution is lWt round the corner."
It is significant that the 1958 article was to Africa
South's New-African-size readership. Yet four years
have seen Mr. Lewin's revolution-debunking have
meaning enough for the Sunday Time's 365,000 readers
for the editor to give it full-page treatment.
To Africa South's readers Mr. Lewin gave Professor
Brinton's four classic types of revolution, English,
American, French, Russian, and found that South Africa
could fit none of these. He gave the Sunday Times
simpler stuff, though strongly argued, and as usual,
crystal clear. In both articles his case was invalidated
by his writing entirely from the White standpoint.
Twenty years ago, he writes,
"those who like myself condemned racial discrimination
formed a small group; . . . today . . . tens of thousands of
people in all the major centres detest racial discrimination."

Perhaps it was the Sunday Times's sub-editor who
deleted HWhites" from after Hthose" and "white" before
Hpeople." The whole article appears to have been
heavily 'subbed': would Julius Lewin intentionally
write of the "great march of Natives into Cape Town"?
Lewin's case itself is that, without foreign intervention, which he rules out, or internal uprising
On this page notes on books and the Press will
appear monthly.
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("effective political organisation under wise leadership" is lacking), or without a nuclear war to engulf
mankind before 1970, "change is bound to come
belatedly if it comes at all."
The late Professor G. D. H. Cole's article ended the
Africa South series on revolution, with these unforgetable words:
"In the absence of such a modification (of White attitudes)
black Africa will doubtless in the long run be driven into
violent revolt despite the serious difficulties in its way; but
"it is not likely to succeed until or unless it can get help
from those parts of Africa which have been able to a~hieve
their emancipation without violence."

Spearhead, Dar es Salaam, has been
banned in South Africa. No one is going to risk a
R2,OOO fine with or without five years gaol for the nine
other periodicals on the same banned list, the seventyfifth since the revised list of banned books was
published in 1956. They have names like Ballyhoo,
Laugh Riot, Man's Best, and Scamp. We shall greatly
miss Miss Frene Ginwala's Spearhead, however.
It gave The New African the inspiration for the best
article in our own No. 1, which was, in my view,
Terence Beard's commentary on Julius Nyerere's
"one party democracy" article, which had appeared in
Spearhead's first issue, in November 1961.
An extract from the Nyerere article, and hence from
a banned periodical, surprisingly found its way with
approval into the July issue of the pro-Government
Africa Institute journal, Pretoria. The article itself gives
other evidence of the meeting of those extremes:
Afrikaner and African nationalism. The writer, Dr.
J.P. Jansen of the University of Stellenbosch, after
visiting many African countries, summed up his political conclusions thus: "They (the Western countries)
are superimposing Western civilisation on the African
personality . . . Only by first accepting the African
personality and culture, and thereafter extending a
helping hand . . . could the Western world hope to
attain mutual understanding and sincere appreciation in
this continent." (I like Dr. Jansen's cautious yet daring
remark about the Federation and can forgive himor the translator-his grammar: "More than one responsible person have already predicted the break-up
of the Central African Federation.")
OUR NEAR-COEVAL

of Sir WaIter Stanford's Reminiscences reveal that rare article, a White frontier-administrator and soldier with ubuntu-a feeling and
understanding for the Tembu and Xhosa tribesmen
whose lands the Whites had come to rule. I know of
chiefs and commoners among the Tembu and Qwati
people who have read and reread Mr. J. W. MacQuarrie's Van Riebeeck Society edition of Stanford's
diaries and letters. In Volume 11, due next year, we
may read his account of the annexation of Pondoland,
according to a letter written to the Cape Argus by
Stanford's daughter, Mrs. D. M. Ruffel. She was provoked to write by an account published in the Cape
Argus on 15 July, of Rhodes's visit to East Pondoland
a few weeks after the 19 March 1894 Annexation. Any

doubts about the deterioration of Rhodes's character
into that of a power-drunk bully are dispelled by the
traveller Leo Francois, whose recently discovered
account of the affair formed the basis of the Miles
Brokensha's Argus article. According to Francois,
Rhodes flourished his sjambok in the face of Bokleni,
son of the East Pondoland paramount, Chief Nqwiliso,
and "screamed" at him: "I have had enough of this!
If you say another word I shall deal with you as I
would with a mad dog. Listen, Bokleni, if you give me
any more of this old buck, I'll flay the dirty hide off
you!"
Angus Wilson, visiting South Africa, remarked on the
absence of attractive English-speaking characters in
South African history. Sir WaIter Stanford is one.
Rhodes is not. Stanford shone not only in his Transkei
career. Though a man of his time in many ways, he
consistently opposed every colour-bar measure in the
National Convention deliberations of 1908-09, where
more vaunted "liberals" like John X. Merriman sold
the pass to Generals Botha and Smuts's embryonic
apartheid. He would, of course, have been led by that
great and good man W. P. Schreiner in the Convention
had Schreiner not chosen to honour his promise to
defend Chief Dinuzulu on the charge of high treason
brought against him by the Natal Government after the
Bambata rebellion in Zululand in 1906. Schreiner
missed the Convention, but he recorded his protest
against the Act of Union it brought forth, by being
the sole member of the old Cape Parliament to vote
against it, when the draft was laid before that body
in 1909.
The name of Stanford is rightly remembered everywhere in the English first names of thousands of
Transkeians. The name of Rhodes is certainly too much
with us. But Philip Schreiner is unhonoured by a
•
generation unworthy of him.
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Two Political
Realists
R.

N.

NORDAU

Africa and the West by Arnold Rivkin (Thames and
Hudson).

the weakness of Dr. Mercer Cook's translation does
not obscure the clarity of his economic analyses, and
his brief essays on the economic experiments undertaken in the Middle East (especially Israel), North
Africa and Eastern Europe are most useful.'
'
M. Dia is too clear-headed, and too pragmatic a
politician, to propose a solution in institutional terins:
He 'sees the only solution to the problem of independence as resting on an identity of objectives, .and . a
recognition of share·d values. This is what he means
when he says,De·colonisation in its economic aspect is the replacement
of old relationships-based on force and on ruses that 'are
again trying to gain headway-with a fruitful dialogue
between economies that share a common solidarity.

'African Nations and Warld Solidarity by Mamadou
Dia (Thames and Hudson).

there has been an almost exclusive
concentration on the political changes which have
occurred,- and are still taking place, in Africa. The
prevailing attitude among African political leaders was,
until a short while ago, reflected in Dr. Nkrumah~s
dictum that they should seek first the political kingdom;
the rest would follow-somehow.
Comforting as this thought may have been to those
who chose to interpret it as a rejection of Marxist
economic determinism by African Nationalists, it has
very largely been abandoned now that the problems of
political independence have to be contrasted with those
of economic underdevelopment.
And the fact that the problem has now to be con..
fronted by independent states means that political
problems have been created on a far larger scale. The
'orderly progress' of Africa is something which is no
longer just the concern of a few Colonial Powers: it
involves the world community as a whole, and t in
particular, the economically developed areas of Western
Europe, North America and the Soviet Union.
Both ·M. Dia (who is Prime Minister of Senegal) and
Dr. Rivkin are political realists, and both are concerned
to solve the problem occasioned by the economic
dependence of the politically independent African
States.
Dr. Rivkin, who provides a useful catalogue of
existing techniques for providing technical assistance
and capital aid and describes briefly the workings of a
host of international agencies, comes up with no more
substantial solution than the establishment of yet
another mechanism for mutual assistance. The significant point, however, is his willingness to discard the
U.N. as a useful body in this context-as in the field
of military assistance-simply because its effectiveness
can be hampered by the political motivation of its
members, and by the presence of the Soviet bloc.
Indeed, the useful analytical study that Dr. Rivkin
has produced is continually marred by his assumption
that Soviet economic influence can and wilL be overlooked by African states merely because an alternative is
provided. The problems involved in dependirig on ,out..
side assistance are the same, whoever provides the aid.
This is something which M. Dia realises well. Even
IN RECENT TIMES,

It enables him to draw from the experience of the
short-lived Mali experiment (whose operation and
demise _~nd both described here), and to explain Sene- '
gal's continued dependence on France while stressing
the 'neo-colonialist' dangers which result from attempts
at political control through economic influence.
•
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